USS Apache
Mission #232, Episode 7
Stardate 10409.10
"The Blood for Freedom"

Prologue: The USS Apache is currently firing on the planet below due to someone or something having taken over the ship. All systems have thus been locked out and it's up to the crew to see if they can regain control.

Meanwhile the Away Team is under heavy fire from the Apache... luckily they haven't been near the damaged buildings, but the fallout from the falling structures does threaten them greatly...

Who will survive? We shall see won't we.....::evil laugh::

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

MO_Turok says:
::Taking cover from the phaser fire and debris being sent upon them::

TO_Hembrook says:
::On Deck 11, in Cargo Bay 4, looking for terrorists::

Host XO_Naegle says:
::on the Bridge waiting to see if they can retake the ship.::

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
:: in phaser control on deck 11 ready to use his hand phaser to severe the power to the phaser arrays :: *XO*: Commander I am in weapons control, going to use my phaser to severe the power to the phaser arrays.

EO_McGuyver says:
::on deck 11 with his mp5 and toolkit::

CNS_Solaa says:
@::feels the ground shake and looks around for any Mortaquians::

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO*:Acknowledged. Good luck

TO_Hembrook says:
*Alpha Team*: Chief Echo, when you arrive on deck 11 take up position outside Cargo Bay 4 and standby. Secure the hatch, nobody gets in or out without my orders. You are authorized to use deadly force if required. Hembrook out.

TO_Hembrook says:
::Moves from cover to cover, scanning the area over her rifle sights, looking for targets::

CNS_Solaa says:
@Self: Where did  Captain Storal go?

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
::pulls the access panel to the power conduits for the phasers, and fires his phaser into it ::

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: Be careful Ryn. I don't want you to become one of the casualties. The doc might be upset with me.

Action: The conduits explode, sending a shower of sparks over the CTO.

CIV_Hammond says:
::enters the bridge and looks around:: XO: Hello Commander.  Lovely day for Mr. Murphy to show up wouldn't you say.

B’Rotahn Lor says:
@::comes running up to the Away Team:: All: Apache crew!...::pants:: You are in grave danger here... come... follow me... we have emergency bunkers where you will be safe....

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
:: covers eyes with arm to protect face.  shaking head to get the sparks out of his hair ::

CNS_Solaa says:
@MO: Heh... I wonder...

Host XO_Naegle says:
CIV: Hello, Mr. Hammond.  Yes, it is.  Want to watch from the bridge viewscreen?

CNS_Solaa says:
@MO: What's going on up there?!

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: Can't be any worse than here.

EO_McGuyver says:
::ties his tricorder into internal sensors and tries to pinpoint the Terrorists' location::

CNS_Solaa says:
@MO: Come on, we're going back to the Computer room... ::takes Turok by the arm and drags him down the corridor::

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: I know I was a little slow with trying to find the cure, but shooting at us seems rather uncalled for.

MO_Turok says:
@::Follows Ryn’s lead::

CNS_Solaa says:
@::stops when she hears Lor's message:: Lor: Show us.

TO_Hembrook says:
*EO*: Stay outside with the Tactical Team and try to pinpoint some targets for me. It will be easier if I don't have to check my fire.

Action: The moment the phaser conduits overload, the Apache begins to fire photon torpedoes at strategically placed parts of the planet... they explode in tiny puffs of fire on the surface....

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: What's going on, I'm reading Photon torpedo fire!

B’Rotahn Lor says:
@::motions with the hands on his right side:: CNS: This way... ::nods to the FCO and MO to follow him::

TO_Hembrook says:
::Moving through the cargo bay looking for targets::

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: That's not phaser fire anymore!

Host XO_Naegle says:
CIV: Go to the OPS or Science station and monitor the sensors for me, please.

CNS_Solaa says:
@::follows Lor:: MO: No? It stopped? Thank goodness I was beginning--hey... THEY'RE FIRING ON US??!!

CIV_Hammond says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::walks over to science station and begins going over the sensors::

CNS_Solaa says:
@*XO*: Commander Naegle! This is Lt. Solaa, come in please!

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: We seem to have been upgraded from phasers to torpedoes.

EO_McGuyver says:
*TO*: I can manage you know.  I need to help you disable whatever is controlling the Ship.

CNS_Solaa says:
@::groans:: MO: Great. You give such wonderful news, Turok...

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
::walks around Engineering, feeling more than a little hopeless::

Action: As the TO moves throughout the cargo bay... all is quiet......

TO_Hembrook says:
*EO*: That's fine, I'll call you in once the area is secured.

EO_McGuyver says:
*TO*: Doing so would require me to stay with you.

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
*EO*: Report, Mr. McGuyver.

TO_Hembrook says:
::Looks around for anything suspicious or out of the norm that shouldn't be in the cargo bay::

Action: Suddenly from out of nowhere... a multitude of phaser fire erupts surrounding the TO, she is easily shot and rendered unconscious.

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*XO*: I killed the phasers, the intruder is using torpedoes now.  I am heading for the forward launchers on deck twelve, but I can't stop them all ma'am

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO: Do your best, Lieutenant.

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: I'll try mine.

CNS_Solaa says:
@::nods::

EO_McGuyver says:
*CEO*:Attempting to remain with the Tactical Team as ordered. :: hears the fire and rushes to her location, giving suppressing fire::

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: Check in with your TO and see if she's found anything yet.

MO_Turok says:
@*Apache*: Apache, this is MO Turok, can anyone read me?

Action: Several level 10 forcefields erupt and surround the cargo bay, blocking anything else from coming inside and holding all others inside..

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
*EO*: Hold back and wait for reinforcements, Angus! That's an order.

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
:: can hear the phase fire over the comm ::

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
:: sliding down the ladder towards the forward launchers :: *TO*: Gina report status, give me some good news

CNS_Solaa says:
@Lor: Where are these bunkers you speak of?

CNS_Solaa says:
@MO: It's no use, Turok. Communications are shut down.

B’Rotahn Lor says:
@CNS/FCO/MO: Down here... ::leads them to a hidden door in a wall toward the back of the building. It looks like it hasn't been used in years::

Host XO_Naegle says:
CIV: Anything on sensors that will help us, Mr. Hammond?

MO_Turok says:
@Lor: What weapons do you have on this planet that may be used against the Apache and do you plan to use them?

CNS_Solaa says:
@MO: One guess that they DON'T have weapons, Turok... who uses planet wide weapons anymore, anyway?

CIV_Hammond says:
XO: Sir, I'm not getting much here.  We can see more than I'm getting.

Voice 1 says:
::looks down at the TO:: Voice 2: What should we do with her?

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
:: yelling into his comm badge:: *TO*: Hembrook, report status dang it?  SOUND OFF ENSIGN, that is an order

Host XO_Naegle says:
;;nods: CIV: Acknowledged.  We'll just sit back and wait.

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
*EO*: Angus! Report!

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: I want to make sure, although I doubt that Lor would be forthcoming about it.

Voice 2 says:
Voice 1: Get her out of here... we don't need any of them hanging around... she's been lucky enough not to see us.. let's hope she won't be stupid enough to come back in here again...

CNS_Solaa says:
@MO: Not like old Earth missaily-thingys... mussel... ::thinks:: Oh, yeah, missiles.... That's what they were. The Mortaquians seem to be a peaceful people, so I doubt that we can do anything at all.

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*XO*: Commander,  Hembrook is not responding to the comm, I can only assume we lost the tactical team.

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: Acknowledged.  CIV: Commander, scan the ship for Ensign Hembrook.

Voice 1 says:
::nods and presses a button::

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: I don't want to use them, I just want to make sure they don't.

MO_Turok says:
@::Looking around the shelter::

CIV_Hammond says:
::Tries to scan the ship for the TO::

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
*CTO*: Cha`Dak to Greyfeather.

CNS_Solaa says:
@MO: Well, I don't care what they use to get rid of... say! Lor: Ambassador Lor. Is a space port 
nearby?

B’Rotahn Lor says:
@CNS: Not nearby... and even if we did get to it... it's highly unlikely it will be in once piece

CNS_Solaa says:
@Lor: We can take a shuttle or something similar, immobilize the Apache and save the planet.

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
::standing just outside the forward launch bay :: *CEO*: Grey-feather here, give me some good news

MO_Turok says:
@Lor: Any available vessels?

CNS_Solaa says:
@::looks to Turok and Baran:: Lor: I'm willing to try.

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
*CTO*: I've lost contact with my Engineer. Do you have backup on the way to the cargo bays?

FCO_Ilianor says:
@::taking a look around:: CNS: If the Apache really is entirely under someone else's control, they wouldn't hesitate to destroy us. A shuttle wouldn't be a threat to the Apache under these circumstances...

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: I'm with you. Baran?

CNS_Solaa says:
@FCO: We could take a larger ship.

Host XO_Naegle says:
CIV: Any luck finding Hembrook?

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*CEO*: There is a team on stand by near the bay, I am on deck 12 trying to kill the launchers

FCO_Ilianor says:
@CNS: DO we know what the source is? Who's controlling the ship, from where? If there's a lag of some sort... then maybe we could do something. Is there any way to find out? Lor: What's the largest ship you could provide?

CNS_Solaa says:
@Lor: Oh, and now would be a wonderful time to tell us about your great achievements that would benefit the Federation. You haven't told us that part yet.

Action: Lor leads the Away team to a dark underground corridor that is vaguely lit by underground lamps. As they walk along, they get a dusty dank smell one that tells them easily that this corridor hasn't been used for a very long time. They are lead along for several minutes before reaching a room..

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
:: makes a decision :: *CTO*: I'm going there myself. I'm worse than useless here.

CIV_Hammond says:
XO: Commander, with the power rerouted I can't find whets on the other side of the doors.

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
EO Rhyzova: Ensign, you are in command down here until I return.

Host XO_Naegle says:
CIV: Acknowledged.

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: Any luck finding Ensign Hembrook? We can't scan from here.

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*CEO*: Understood, take command of the tactical team on standby.  I will try and join you shortly.  Good hunting commander

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
::makes his way out of engineering and heads for the turbolift ::

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
*CTO*: Understood.

Action: The TO begins to stir. When she opens her eyes, she is in a corridor on the Apache... just around the corner from where her tactical teams are...

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*XO*: I am about to take out the torpedo launchers, the CEO in on the way to the cargo bay to take command of the tactical team

TO_Hembrook says:
:Gets up and shakes off the stun... and is quite angry::

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
::arrives to see Gina starting to stand::

TO_Hembrook says:
::Walks back to my Team::

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
TO: Are you damaged?

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: All right.  Good enough.  Carry on.

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
::walks with her::

TO_Hembrook says:
CEO: I was stunned Commander, I'm ok now.

B’Rotahn Lor says:
@CNS: That will come in time counselor... ::gives her a stern look:: Right now.. your safety is a little more important than marveling in our own technology.

FCO_Ilianor says:
@CNS: We need to think this through. Suppose whatever's taken over Apache, chooses not to call our bluff. And decides to take us out. What do we do then? We can't fire on our own ship... Lor: Again, what ship are you able to provide?

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
:: fires his phaser at the launch tube reloaders::

CNS_Solaa says:
@Lor: Oh, I wasn't going to marvel. Believe me. Anything short of a really great long range weapon would not have impressed me at all....

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
TO: Very well. I've been given command of the tactical teams down here, but I delegate that responsibility to you. 

TO_Hembrook says:
Alpha: OK people, we have multiple hostiles inside, they ambushed me with stun. We do it the hard way. Chief Echo: Set up the breaching charges. The rest of you get out your stun grenades, we'll do a dynamic entry.

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
TO: What are your orders?

Action: The phaser blast ricochets off a small forcefield in the tube reloaders and takes out a bulkhead near the CTO, sending a shower of ceiling parts and sparks on top of him.

MO_Turok says:
@::Steps between Lor and Ryn:: Enough is enough Lor! Our ship and crewmates are in danger. What must we do to get a real answer from you? Threaten, beg, plead, what? Let us know and we will do it.

TO_Hembrook says:
*XO*: Bridge, we have multiple hostiles in Cargo bay 4, we are preparing to storm it now, I'll keep you advised. Hembrook out.

EO_McGuyver says:
::crouches and fires his mp5::

B’Rotahn Lor says:
@::shakes his head:: FCO: I cannot offer any ship Mr. Ilianor... were you not listening? We will most likely be killed if we were to get out there now...

CNS_Solaa says:
@Lor: Look. Our safety is irrelevant compared to your civilization. You realize that right? We are willing to do anything and everything in our power to stop the Apache, even if it means our lives!

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*CEO*: Commander what is the status of the tactical team Alpha at the cargo bay

TO_Hembrook says:
CEO: You might want to take cover Sir, that hatch is about to disappear.

Host XO_Naegle says:
*TO*: Wait a minute!  What happened to you?  Why were you out of communication with your superior officers?

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
::takes cover::

CNS_Solaa says:
@Lor: If you want to go home to your family tomorrow, let us take this chance. We cannot sit down here in this hole and do NOTHING!

TO_Hembrook says:
*XO*: They stunned me and I was unconscious Commander, sorry about that, this is my first communication since getting back into things.

FCO_Ilianor says:
@Lor: And what do you suggest we do? It is by your delegation's insistence that we take the Apache here, and now we have been caught in whatever it is that is plaguing your society... wait a minute.

Host XO_Naegle says:
*TO*: All right.  Thank you.  Anybody down there with you now?

TO_Hembrook says:
*XO*: Commander Cha`Dak is here, along with my Alpha Team Sir.

FCO_Ilianor says:
@Lor: Why are you so reluctant to let us try anything?

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
*CTO*: We're outside cargo bay 4 now, about to try and locate Ensign McGuyver.

Host XO_Naegle says:
*TO*: Very well, carry on.

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*XO*: Commander they are one step ahead of us, there is a force field around the loaders

TO_Hembrook says:
::Gets the Team into position, readies the breaching charges and stun grenades:: *XO*: Aye Commander.

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: Not good, Lieutenant.  Suggestions?

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*CEO*: Find him soon as you can, I have an idea but I have to clear is with the XO

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: You have a thought Ryn?

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
::hears the phaser fire :: *EO*: Report!

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*XO*: I suggest decompressing the cargo bay.  If not by computer then by a charge placed on the hull.

CNS_Solaa says:
@::stops and turns around, going back up the corridor:: MO: Yeah, I do, actually. I'm going to find us a ship, by God!

TO_Hembrook says:
::Detonates the breaching charges, destroying the cargo bay doors and a good size section of wall along with them. The team throws in stun grenades, flash bangs giving a blinding flash and deafening bang, filling the bay with chaos::

B’Rotahn Lor says:
@FCO: You must understand, I do not wish for any harm to come to you... it is bad enough that you could not leave when this all began... I had no intention for you to get involved... surely you must all believe that

FCO_Ilianor says:
@CNS: Stop, lieutenant. You're not going anywhere.

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
::watches Gina for any hint of movement::

TO_Hembrook says:
Alpha: GO! GO! GO! ::Charges into the bay with the whole Team, rifles on wide-beam maximum stun, laying down fire everywhere::

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: Go ahead.  Make sure there's no one in there.

CNS_Solaa says:
@FCO: Baran... he's not going to help us.

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
::follows Gina, and as soon as he enters the cargo bay, he notices Angus crouched behind some crates in the corner of the cargo bay. He makes his way over to the engineer::

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: Think a mind meld might work on him?

CNS_Solaa says:
@MO: More like a nerve-pinch...

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*CEO*: What is the status of the cargo bay, I want to space it if need be to get rid of our friends

Looma Pyahl says:
@::comes running up to Lor:: Lor: Sir... might I have a word with you....

CIV_Hammond says:
::Shakes his head:: self: I should have stayed in bed this morning.

MO_Turok says:
@::Pricks up his highly sensitive Vulcan ear to eavesdrop::

CNS_Solaa says:
@Pyahl: No, you may not. WE are here also and YOU ::points at Pyahl:: will divulge any information you have to US also.

EO_McGuyver says:
::pops another clip in and shoots::

CNS_Solaa says:
@::glares menacingly at Pyahl::

Host XO_Naegle says:
CIV: Enjoying yourself, Commander?

FCO_Ilianor says:
@CNS: Lieutenant. Calm yourself down, NOW. Now, we can't do this alone. Lor: Now... we cannot just sit around. We need a plan.

B’Rotahn Lor says:
@CNS: I do not believe you are in any kind of a position to be making demands...

CIV_Hammond says:
XO: Not really, how about you sir?

B’Rotahn Lor says:
@FCO: My people are working on that now... but believe me... this is a much bigger situation that you know....

CNS_Solaa says:
@Lor: Oh, am I now?

FCO_Ilianor says:
@Lor: We respect that you believe it is a risk. But while the planet is your responsibility, the Apache is our responsibility, and we cannot allow the ship to cause any harm to your planet.

Host XO_Naegle says:
CIV: I've had better days too.  But I know my officers are doing all they can to rid the ship of the intruders.  We just have to trust them.

FCO_Ilianor says:
@CNS: Lieutenant, be quiet, and that's the last time I'm going to say it.

MO_Turok says:
@CNS: Perhaps we should let them talk. ::Winking at Ryn::

CNS_Solaa says:
@::whispers:: MO: Fine. I've had it with them...

CNS_Solaa says:
@::takes a deep breath, counts to ten in her head and tries to calm her mind::

Action: All lights in the cargo bay  are dropped as everything goes black...

CIV_Hammond says:
XO: Let's hope they rid the ship of them sooner rather than later.

FCO_Ilianor says:
@Lor: At the very least, what are you planning, and how can we help?

EO_McGuyver says:
:: takes a flashlight out of his toolkit and scans::

Host XO_Naegle says:
CIV: Agreed

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
Self: Great, now we can't even see properly.

TO_Hembrook says:
::Sweeping through, laying down continuous fire as we advance, tossing stun grenades behind every box and into every corner::

CNS_Solaa says:
@::is much calmer:: Lor: We don't want your planet to be destroyed by us. Let us take air samples or something!

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
:: heads to the armory to get an EVA suit and a suitable amount of explosives ::

Action: A multitude of phaser fire erupts surrounding the tactical teams...

EO_McGuyver says:
::gets up and helps support the Tactical team with his mp5::

EO_McGuyver says:
::shoots blindly into the direction of the phaser fire origin::

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*TO*: Status Gina?

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
::returns phaser fire::

TO_Hembrook says:
*CTO*: Assaulting through the ambush in Cargo Bay 4 Sir! ::fires at the area that the fire came from::

MO_Turok says:
@FCO/CNS: Any ideas?

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*TO*:Can you determine whether the defenses are automated or manned?

CNS_Solaa says:
@MO: I liked my ship stealing idea, but that didn't go over well...

TO_Hembrook says:
*CTO*: Not at the moment Sir, just getting lots of return fire.

@Action: A sudden barrage of disguised humanoids barges into the room the away team is in...They immediately begin firing on those in the room....

FCO_Ilianor says:
@CNS: Ryn, and what would we do after stealing a ship? Launch a full-scale assault on the Apache?

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*TO*: Find a place to draw a line in the sand, I am going outside and blow the bay door

TO_Hembrook says:
::Decides it's time for the heavy stuff... has her team hold their positions behind cover, and throws a Photon Grenade at the source of the phaser fire:: Self: Whatever it takes.

MO_Turok says:
@::Instinctively pushes the CNS to the floor and covers her from the fire::

Action: The grenade detonates... taking out the cargo bay doors... decompressing the entire bay....

CNS_Solaa says:
@::falls to the ground and tries to find cover::

TO_Hembrook says:
*CTO*: Problem Lt., we did an explosive entry, the bay is compromised, you'd depress the whole deck until the blast doors come down, and the CEO and EO aren't in EV suits.

EO_McGuyver says:
::grabs hold to something solid::

TO_Hembrook says:
*TR2*: Emergency beam-out, all personnel in Cargo Bay 4!

Action: Everything that is in the cargo bay is sucked out into space.... including all tactical teams....

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
::takes hold of the crate nearby, feeling the air sucking out past him::

EO_McGuyver says:
::lets out his breath::

FCO_Ilianor says:
@MO/CNS/Lor: Find cover! ::runs behind a pillar, and pulls out his phaser and starts firing:: CNS/MO: I suggest you guys whip out your weapons if we're getting out of this alive!

CIV_Hammond says:
::tries to get power back to the bridge controls::

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
:: feels the shutter of the decompression :: *TO* : What the heck happened

EO_McGuyver says:
::feels this is coming out of his paycheck::

TO_Hembrook says:
::Hopes the emergency blast doors in the corridor sealed off the rest of the deck::

CNS_Solaa says:
@FCO: What a profound idea, Baran... ::jumps behind him and shoots her phaser wildly::

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: Lieutenant, I'm reading a massive decompression of the cargo bay the Tactical team was in.  Do you concur?

TO_Hembrook says:
*CTO*: I believe it's known as Explosive decompression Sir.

FCO_Ilianor says:
@Lor: Who are they??? ::runs to the desk adjacent, and ducks under, trying to find a better position::

MO_Turok says:
@::Stays pressed to the floor not sure which fire is more dangerous the enemies or Ryn’s::

CIV_Hammond says:
XO: We're getting some of our systems back.  I'll let you know how many when I know.

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*XO*: I am one deck down, if feels like we lost the bulkhead

Host XO_Naegle says:
CIV: Acknowledged.  Do you have the cargo bay decompression on sensors, Commander?

Action: A wild exchange of phaser fire interrupts the FCO's question as Lor is hit and rendered unconscious.... in the exchange... he sees the MO and the CNS fall as they too get hit...

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*TO*: Thats what it felt like, what’s the status of you and the team

TO_Hembrook says:
*CTO*: Taking an unexpected EVA Sir...

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: Do you have contact with the tactical team?

CIV_Hammond says:
::tries to scan the cargo bay:: XO: checking it now

MO_Turok says:
@ALL: I suggest...............ARGGGGH.

EO_McGuyver says:
::hits his combadge the number of times it takes to signal an emergency::

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*TO*: Was everyone suited up?

TO_Hembrook says:
*XO*: Bridge, the EO and the CEO didn't have EV suits on, better find them quick, they were in the bay with us!

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*XO*: Aye ma'am I am in contact with the TO, The bay is decompressed

Host XO_Naegle says:
*TO*: Acknowledged, Ensign.  CIV: Scan for them and beam them back into the ship, Commander.

TO_Hembrook says:
*CTO*: Negative Sir, the CEO and EO did not have EV suits...

CEO_Cha`Dak says:
::feels his grip begin to slip::

MO_Turok says:
@::Starts to slip in unconsciousness and hopes when he wakes up this was all just a dream::

Host XO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: As am I, Lieutenant.  She's okay.

CTO_Ltjg_Grey-feather says:
*TO*: Understood.  Try to find them or at least their remains

FCO_Ilianor says:
@Self: No... ::watches as the others are hit; he instinctively runs out, whether he gets hit or not doesn't register, as he tries to cover them and drag them to safety::

CIV_Hammond says:
XO: I'm on it sir.  ::scans for the CEO, and the rest of the tactical teams and beams them back onboard::

Action: As the bay decompresses and the lights return. The tactical teams see a lone figure to one side of the bay, having gotten caught in a bulkhead and avoided getting sucked out. As they move closer, they can see he is indeed dead.. and is one of the 6 missing delegates that had gotten stuck in the transporter buffers.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

